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ABSTRACT 

The ability to predict engine heat rejection rates quickly and efficiency provides 

automotive cooling system engineers the flexibility to alter designs without the time and 

costs of laboratory experimentation. The purpose of this research is to develop an 

analj^ical tool that predicts engine heat rejection to coolant rates using a physics-based 

methodology. Using Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0, an application has been developed that 

calculates the engine heat rejection rates for naturally aspirated gasoUne engines and 

turbocharged diesel engines using a minimal amount of engine operating parameters. 

Standard engine power and heat fransfer correlations can be used, or new correlations can 

be developed for a specific engine using dynamometer data input directly into the 

program. The final engine heat rejection rate predictions are presented to the user in both 

tabular and graphical formats. Completed engine heat rejection predictions provide 

engineers the opportunity to refine their cooling system designs, and thus reduce overall 

design time and cost. 
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CHAPTERI 

INTRODUCTION 

Modem automobile design requires a thorough knowledge of the engine cooUng 

requirements. The reduction of engine heat losses to coolant decreases the cost, weight, 

and power requirements of the cooling system, and provides improved fiiel consumption 

rates and cleaner exhaust emissions. CooUng system laboratory experimentation is often 

lengthy and costly; therefore, analytical tools are needed to accurately and efficiently 

predict engine heat rejection to coolant rates in order to decrease overaU design times and 

expenses. 

A vast amount of laboratory research has been conducted that investigates 

different engine components and their influence on engine heat rejection rates. The past 

decade has seen a shift away from traditional laboratory testing towards advanced 

computer-based simulation for the optimization of engine cooling systems. A variety of 

models have been developed, with special interest in finite element modeling and 

computational fluid dynamics, and incorporate a wide array of engine components and 

heat fransfer mechanisms. While many of these simulations have been compared against 

laboratory test data and proven effective, they often require vast computúig resoxttces and 

significant computer modeling times. An analytical model is needed to efficiently 

provide engine cooUng system designers with accurate and reUable engine heat rejection 

to coolant data, while givmg them flexibility to quickly specify new engine operating 

parameters. 

This research focuses on two primary objectives. The first objective is to develop 

a Windows-based appUcation that can be used to predict automobile engine heat rejection 

requirements for normally aspirated gasoUne engmes and turbocharged diesel engines. 

Starting only with equations provided by Parish (2003), a systems-oriented methodology 

is applied to determme the engine heat rejection to coolant rate. Predictions can be 

determined usmg default heat and power correlations or new heat and power correlations 

specific to an engine can be calculated by downloading dynamometer data directly into 



the program. The final heat rejection to coolant rate prediction is provided to the user via 

tabular or graphical output. 

The second major objective of the current research is to evaluate the appUcabiIity 

of the Microsoft Foundation Classes, and more specifically, the docvunent/view 

application architecture as the basis for an update of ttuCooI. This application was 

originaUy written by Oler and Jordan (1998) using the Microsoft Windows AU-Purpose 

Programmers Interface (API). The Microsoft Foimdation Classes provide a much more 

streamlined mterface to the standard featxires of Windows programs than the API. 

However, the resultmg program stmcture is entirely different, and the current research 

provides an excellent opportunity for developmg familiarity with this style of 

programming. 

The appUcation was written using Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0. Using the object-

oriented approach of C++ programming, engine parameters were organized into data 

stmctures and classes were developed for calculating both dynamometer data engine 

correlations and predicting fínal engme heat rejection to coolant rates. Other classes were 

developed to provide the user with a variety of data display options, and all display 

modes have the fimctionality that is expected of Windows-based applications. A detaUed 

description of program operation is also presented. 

The target users for this appUcation are engine cooling system designers who 

require heat rejection to coolant data to properly size radiators, fans, and vehicle front-

end openings. This program will allow designers to conduct analytical testing of various 

engme designs and wiU subsequently provide design robustness that would not be 

possible using traditional laboratory testing methods. 



CHAPTERII 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

As new engmes are developed, they wUl be expected to operate under severe 

conditions and demanding load profiles (Kem, 1997), thus mcreasing the demand of 

effective engine cooUng systems. Since the primary task of the engine cooling system is 

to dissipate heat from the engine compartment, a vast amount of research has been 

conducted that focuses on engine heat rejection methodology. Many of the research 

resuhs have been implemented into computer simulations that can be used to minknize 

the power requirements of the cooUng system, thereby decreasing the overaU ftiel 

consumption and optimizing engine performance prior to vehicle production. 

2.1 Technical Work 

Many experimental studies have been conducted to determine the different 

parameters and correlations that describe engine performance and the resulting engine 

heat rejection to coolant. Gehres (1963) conducted research that focuses on engine heat 

rejection under severe operating conditions using different engUie coolants. Based on 

turbulent convection heat transfer, the temperature difference between the engine surface 

and the coolant is directly proportional to the engine heat flux. The proportionaUty factor 

depends on the engine velocity, coolant flow rate, and the physical properties of the 

coolant, such as specific heat and density. If a convection heat tíansfer rate is to be 

maintained, then the intake air and coolant flow rates must also be maintained to avoid 

overheating. Furthermore, the saturation temperature of the coolant and the cooling 

system pressure have no effect on the amount of heat transfer under typical convection 

conditions. If the surface temperature of the engine is significantly higher thanthe 

saturation temperature of the coolant, a majority of heat transfer takes place by nucleate 

boUing. The engine surface temperature becomes dependent on the properties of the 

coolant, and the coolant flow rate now has Uttle effect on the heat rejection rate. 

Therefore, the higher the saturation temperature of a given engine coolant, the higher the 



engme surface temperatures when operatmg under severe conditions. For constant heat 

flux, the difference between the engine surface temperature and the saturation 

temperature of the coolant is abnost constant for aU coolant fluids. The research revealed 

that extremely high heat fluxes could cause unsteady and irregular nucleate boUmg, 

which leads to engine overheating and mechanical damage. This is again due to the 

saturation temperature of the coolant, since the maximum heat transfer to coolant is 

reached when the coolant enters the radiator at its boiling point. Because of the research, 

Gehres successfiaUy estabUshed a correlation between the physical properties of engine 

coolant fluid and maximum engine heat rejection rates. 

Similar studies were conducted by Finlay, Harris, Boam, and Parks (1985) on 

spark-ignition engmes to investigate the effects of cylinder temperature based on cylinder 

head material, coolant properties, and cooling system temperature and pressure. With 

convection heat transfer as the dominant mechanism, the heat fransfer rate is dependent 

on the material properties of the coolant fluid, none of which is strongly dependent on 

system pressxire. Therefore, changes in system pressure have Uttle effect on the heat 

transfer rate, which agrees with the resuhs from Gehres (1963). Fmlay et al. determined 

precise locations of nucleate boUing, with a majority of the boUing occurring around the 

exhaust valves of each cylinder. These areas experience large temperature fluctuations 

during the engUie cycle, and the diameter of the cooUng passages in this area are usuaUy 

smaUer than elsewhere, resulting in less heat being dissipated at a steady rate. Using the 

equations for forced convection and nucleate boUing heat transfer, Finlay et al. developed 

correlations that related the physical properties of the coolant fluid to the overaU engine 

heat rejection rate. 

The heat rejection rates of diesel engines have also been the focus of laboratory 

research. Rakopoulos and Mavropoulos (1999) conducted expermiental analysis to 

kivestigate instantaneous heat fluxes in diesel engines. The temperatures and heat 

transfer variations are divided into two categories: short-term responses that result from 

changes m gas temperature and pressure during the engine cycle, and long-term 

responses that result from non-periodic variations of the engine speed and load. The heat 



fluxes to the exhaust manifold were analyzed simultaneously using conduction heat 

transfer through the cylhider waUs under steady operating conditions. It was found that 

mcreased engme speeds directly increased the heat lost to the exhaust manifold, and that 

higher gas temperatures and pressures hicreased the heat transfer rate. The resulting data 

matched well with one-dimensional heat transfer predictions, and a correlation was 

developed that related the engme speed to the heat losses m the exhaust manifold of the 

diesel engine. 

Turbochargers and intercoolers are commonly foxmd on diesel engines, as these 

components improve the fiiel effíciency and increase the overall power of the engine. 

Shayler, Baylis, Chick, and Bell (1999) have investigated the effects of exhaust gas 

recirculation and turbochargmg for diesel engines, and observed the effects of using 

úitercoolers to decrease the air temperature exiting the turbocharger and entermg the 

engine intake manifold. By coUecting itake manifold air temperature and exhaust 

pressure data, the effects of these parameters on enghie heat rejection rates were 

determined and compared to existing engine correlations. The results were used to 

correct existing heat rejection equations to compensate for the presence of an intercooler 

and turbocharger on diesel engmes. 

An older approach of investigating turbocharged diesel engines was conducted by 

Garratt and Gee (1968). Instead of using intake and output temperatures and pressures, 

they utUized a method that calculated the total energy potential of the exhaust gas as it 

leaves the engine cylinder, based predominantly on the mass flow rate. The motivation 

was to develop a correlation that cooling system designers could use to increase the 

engme efficiency, which would mcrease the brake mean effective pressure and thus 

increase the available low speed torque. After applying the effects of turbocharging, the 

expermiental resuhs showed that the efficiency kicreases only sUghtly with high gas flow 

rates, and that engine efficiency is low, especiaUy at low exhaust gas flow rates. They 

developed a correlation that relates overaU engine efficiency with the engme exhaust gas 

flow rate uskig the results of the research. 



Recent research efforts have focused on the heat rejection rates from adiabatic 

diesel engkies. Woods, Bryzik, and Schwarz (1992) mvestigated different approaches to 

mkiimize cylkider heat rejection. Different cylkider msulatmg materials were examkied, 

as weU as mcreasmg engme coolant saturation temperatures and decreaskig coolant flow 

rates. Uskig the engme ak mtake temperatvu'e as a variable, the effects on volumetric 

efficiency and engine heat rejection were determmed. As the kitake temperature 

increases, the pressure must also mcrease to satisíy conservation equations. In addkion, a 

decrease ki the volumetric efficiency resulted in an kicrease in ak mtake pressure to 

satisfy the same equations. As expected, any decrease ki the heat rejected to coolant 

lowered the power requkements needed to operate cooUng system equipment, and this 

data could be used to size the respective cooling system components. The results were 

used to develop correlations that predicted engkie heat rejection rates using a variety of 

engine parameters, which can then be implemented kito a muhi-parameter computer 

modeling program. 

2.2 Computer Simulations 

The past decade has seen the development of many different computer simulation 

programs that effectively model engine heat rejection to coolant for normally aspkated 

gasoline engines and turbocharged diesel engines. Models for normaUy aspkated engines 

have existed for several decades, since this type of engine has been the primary mover of 

the automotive industry. As the popularity of diesel engines has kicreased, more 

attention has been given to model thek behavior and corresponding engine heat rejection 

rates. With the advent of turbochargers and intercoolers, many efforts have recently been 

made to model the effects of these components on overaU engkie heat rejection to 

coolant. 

A simulation program for four-stroke diesel engkies has been developed by 

ToveU (1983). This sknulation, caUed ENGSIM, predicts the gas flow and engine 

performance from basic input data. This program has the flexibility to model either 

normaUy aspkated or turbocharged engkies, and is most usefiil in predictkig the 



magnitude and dkection of changes ki engine performance as parameters and operatkig 

condkions are changed. Several assumptions were made, such as any reduction of heat 

losses would not affect the friction between moving parts, and that the ak-fiiel ratio at fiiU 

load would remaki constant. The gas flows are calculated using compressible flow 

equations and the other engkie performance parameters. Guided by this model, ToveU 

was able to reduce the heat loss to coolant by approxknately 7.5% at the expense of 

higher cylinder pressure and higher exhaust temperatures. 

Watts and Heywood (1988) developed a computer simulation that models the 

effects of turbocharging on a spark-ignition diesel engkie. The kiput parameters kiclude 

engine geometry, engkie speed, ak-fiiel ratio, mtake pressure, exhaust gas recycle 

fraction, and cylinder waU temperature. One-dknensional quasi-steady flow equations 

are used to calculate flow m and out of the engine block, coupled with the first law of 

thermodynamics to determine cylinder conditions during each poskion of the four-stroke 

engine cycle process. Empkical correlations are used to calculate the heat fransfer 

between gas combustion and the cylkider walls, incorporating a simple boundary layer 

theory model. The simulation predicts the mass flow rates of fiiel and ak, the cylinder 

pressure, the heat tíansfer to the cylinder waUs, and the work transfer to the piston. 

Using this data, the indicated power, fiael consumption, efíiciency, and mean effective 

pressure can be determined. This sknulation can be used to size turbocharged engkies in 

order to maximize efficiency while producing the same power output as a normally 

aspkated engine. Conversely, the sknulation can be used to compare engines over any 

part of the brake power/engme speed map m order to properly size engkie components. 

This gives designers the opportunity to match work, mass flow, and other parameters so 

that they can compare the effects of turbochargmg a given engine and improving the 

overaU fiiel consumption. 

Several studies have used finite element methods to predict engine heat rejection. 

A finite element grid is preferred for use with complex stmctures, such as engmes, over 

fmite volume or finite differenckig methods due to the considerable grid development 

tknes that characterize these methods. Moeckel (1994) used FLOTRAN to develop a 



model for six cylinder diesel engkies due to its abUity to mterface weU with soUd 

modelmg tools. This model solved three-dknensional Navier-Stokes equations for 

mcompressible, turbulent flow with heat transfer, followmg the basic conservation of 

mass and momentum equations coupled with the -8 turbulence model. Instead of usmg 

a tme three-dknensional engine model, an extmded two-dknensional model of the engkie 

was used which kicorporated an unstmctured grid to accommodate for unusual 

geomefries. Like most fínke element models, signifícant computkag tkne was requked, 

needkig 117 hours on a 100% dedicated workstation for a solution to converge. The 

simulator was able to recognize design improvements that had akeady been verified 

through experknentation, and the resuhs contakied numerous flow details that wUI help 

designers effectively cool critical components. However, heat transfer coefificients varied 

due to grid size constraints, and signifícantly larger computing resources were needed in 

order to accurately determine these values. 

D'Adda, Lisbona, Occella, and Maiorana (1994) incorporated two different CFD 

codes to determine the coolant flow fíelds wkhin the engine cooling system passages. A 

one-dimensional code named GRAFMOT is fírst used to determine the coolant flow rate 

through the engkie at a given coolant pump speed. The code solves stationary, 

incompressible, isothermal flow equations, assuming constant flow and constant pressure, 

and assuming that the velocity profile of the coolant remains constant through the engine 

passages. STAR-CD, a three-dimensional code, is then used to calculate the coolant flow 

fields inside the engine. This code solves a steady, isothermal turbulent flow model in 

order to determine the flow fíelds. The coolant is considered isothermal, and nucleate 

boUing is not considered m the simulation. The model has not been compared agamst 

experimental data, and no vaUdated results have been confírmed. 

Intercoolers are paramount to the effective operation of turbochargers; therefore, 

the modeUng of kitercoolers and turbochargers has also grown m recent years in order to 

reduce the temperature of the intake ak. Like most early models, the Number of Transfer 

Units (NTU) method is typically used to estknate heat exchanger operation under steady-

state conditions, but is unable to accurately predict intercooler behavior during engine 



operation due to the mherently unsteady operating condkions. The ak mass flow rate, 

boost pressure, and temperature aU vary as a fiinction of engme and turbocharger speed, 

A turbocharger sknulation developed by Woschmi (1979) determkies engine cycle 

parameters using values of the boost pressure, charge ak temperature, and the exhaust gas 

pressure. These values are used to calculate the mass flow rate through the turbocharger 

and the engkie. The mitial parameters kiput kito the sknulation include the engkie 

geometry, cylkider bore, compression ratio, and engkie valve geometry. AU mitial values 

are checked using conservation of mass and conservation of energy equations, and an 

iterative procedure is used until the values converge. A numerical method is used to 

solve the Laplace dlfferential equations ki order to find the temperature distribution ki the 

turbocharger, and the model is therefore able to find the heat dissipation rate from the 

component. The fkst step of the sknulation is to calculate the turbine geometry, which is 

then used to determkie the exhaust gas temperature and the íuel consumption rate. The 

second step determines the overaU engine behavior, which provides information about the 

pressure and temperature of ak flowing through the turbocharger. Lastly, the heat 

transfer coefficient is calculated from this information, and the heat rejection rate from 

the turbocharger can then be determined. The model is able to solve two different 

problems: the ability to match turbocharger performance to a given engine, and the abUity 

to calculate operatkig pokits for a given engine-turbocharger system throughout the 

engine cycle. The results of the simulation were compared agakist experknental data and 

found to be wdthin a suitable error range. 

Bulaty, Codan, and SkopU (1996) developed a model that is able to simulate two 

and four sfroke diesel engkies, with the capability to not only mcorporate turbochargers 

and intercoolers, but also mdividual components of turbochargers. Steady or quasi-

steady one-dimensional flow equations are used, based on the type of analysis desked, 

for steady state or transient engkie operation. Using mass flow relations that are included 

ki a text fíle and read dkectly into the program, a database is used to define the 

turbocharger geometry. An kerative method is used to defkie the adaptive boundary 

conditions based on Newton's method, and the iterations continue omtU boundary values 



converge. Flow derivatives are calculated either analytically or empkically ki order to 

save computation time. The resuhs provide the cyUnder chamber pressure and all of the 

engkie output parameters. This program is able to simulate different exhaust systems, as 

weU as simulate the dynamic behavior of the engkie and turbocharger combkiation under 

transient load condkions. This gives the coolmg system designer the abiUty to optknize 

mdividual turbocharger parameters, analyze different turbocharger components, and 

develop fliture turbocharger designs. 

Researchers at Michigan Technical University have developed a computer 

sknulation called VECSS that is fiiUy capable of determkiing engkie thermal 

performance of a diesel engkie durkig steady state and dynamic operation. Mohan, Arici, 

Yang, and Johnson (1997) use an kitegrated coolmg ckcuit model that kicorporates 

kidividual numerical models that represent aU of the major components of the engkie 

cooling system. AII of the modules were developed using a tíansient approach, and the 

modules can be easily kiterchanged within the sknulator to provide the system designer 

with a variety of component combinations. One-dimensional imsteady compressible flow 

equations are used to determine mass flow rates through the engine. The temperature of 

the engine surface is assumed constant at aU locations, and the intake and exhaust gases 

are modeled as ideal gases. The prkiciple equations of the model are conservation of 

mass and conservation of energy. Conduction heat transfer and radiation heat transfer is 

modeled using standard one-dimensional equations, whUe a more complicated model is 

incorporated to determkie convection heat transfer. Turbulent forced convection is 

assumed from the engine cylinder waUs to the coolant, as weU as from the piston to the 

cooling oU. The model uses a correlation that determines the Nusselt number as a 

ftmction of the Reynolds number, and the convection heat fransfer coefficient is found 

from the results. The solution method couples the conservation equations with the 

turbulent flow model, and provides a set of ordkiary differential eqaoations. These 

equations are integrated sknultaneously over the complete engkie cycle uskig a predictor-

corrector method. The kiput parameters include the engkie geometry, the fiiel rate, and 
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the mitial engkie operatmg conditions. The resuUs of the VECSS model have been 

successfiiUy validated agamst experknental data. 

Bromnick, Pearson, and Wmterbone (1998) constmcted a model that sknulates 

the gas dynamics ki medium speed turbocharged, intercooled diesel engkies. Uskig two 

different numerical techniques, the model solves continuity and momentum equations ki 

one dimension. The kitercooler is treated as a boundary between the mlet pipes to the 

kitercooler and the kitake manifold to the cylkiders. The effectiveness is calculated as a 

flmction of the mass flow rate, the exit charge ak velocky, the surface area of the heat 

exchanger, and the pressure drop across the mtercooler. Capable of predictmg kitercooler 

effectiveness over a wide range of operatkig condkions, the model was successfully used 

to reduce the mtake ak and therefore the overaU heat rejection of the engine. 

Hribermk and Moskwa (2000) developed a two-dimensional model of a cross 

flow kitercooler in order to study kitercooler operation during transient operation. Thek 

model used empkical correlations to calculate viscosity and the thermal conductivity of 

ak, skice both properties experience wide variations during engine operation. The 

sknulation uses a flow control model, which applies the upstream and downstream 

thermodynamic properties of state as the inputs to calculate the mass and energy flow 

into and out of the system. The results were verified against experimental results for 

transient operation, and the model has been kicorporated mto a larger simulation program 

of turbocharged diesel engines. 

Many of the simulations discussed incorporate either finite element modeling or 

complex computational fluid dynamics equations, and thus requke a large amount of 

computing resoxu'ces. The application developed in this research wUI use some of the 

same principles mentioned, but kistead of unwieldy CFD equations or arduous soUd 

modelkig, a system-oriented methodology wiU be used to predict the engine heat 

rejection to coolant rates. Ford Motor Company currently uses the Lahvic (1986) 

regression method, which uses a correlation of the form 

Q, æoîant 
Btu 
hr 

%.66ViXL]-n[rpm\+\4í!,T\ft-lb\+%'i5P[hp\-\0\0Vi,+2%90.(2.\) 
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Parish (2003) developed a system-oriented methodology mtended to replace the Lahvic 

regression method, which employs the basic physics of the engine processes to form 

engine heat rejection correlations. Uskig a mkiimal amount of easUy observed engkie 

operatkig parameters, such as engkie speed, brake power, engine geometry, and mass 

flow rates, the data is used to predict final engine heat rejection to coolant rates. This 

wUI reduce the amount of computkig resovirces needed, and provide cooling system 

designers with a quick and efficient tool for predicting engkie heat loads for normally 

aspkated gasoUne engines and turbocharged diesel engines. 

12 



CHAPTERin 

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND 

A system oriented, physics-based methodology is used to predict engme heat 

rejection to coolant rates for both normally aspkated, spark-ignition gasolkie engines and 

turbocharged, compression-ignition diesel engmes. Parish (2003) conducted the research 

to provide the equations, and the current appUcation Unks these equations to determkie 

both the engkie correlation coefificients and the engkie heat rejection to coolant. As the 

names of the engines suggest, the two types use different methods to complete the 

ignition process. In spark-ignition engkies, the fuel is kijected with the cylkider charge 

near the cylinder kitake ports, and the ak-fiiel ratio is held constant at the ideal 

stoichiometric ratio. The amount of ak and íixel that enters the cylinder is controlled by 

the throttle plate. For compression-ignition engines, the fiiel is injected at the end of the 

compression stíoke. The injected fuel knmediately combusts due to the higher 

compression ratio and higher temperatures that characterize compression-ignition 

engines. The amount of ftiel that enters the cylinder is now controUed by changing the 

ak-fiiel ratio instead of controlUng the ak flow rate with a throttle plate. While a constant 

ak-fixel ratio of 14.6 is used for spark-ignition engines in this study, the ak-fiiel ratio for 

compression-ignition engines ranges between 15 and 65. The definition of the indicated 

mean effective pressure will demonstrate the difference between the ignition variables of 

the two types of engines. 

3.1 General Methodology to Predict Engine Heat Rejection 

Engine heat rejection to the coolant is comprised of two main components: the 

heat transfer of the combustion gases throughthe cylmder waUs and the mbbkig friction 

between moving engkie parts as seen in equation 3.1: 

Qcoo,a„,=Qcyi+Prf- (3-1) 

13 



Furthermore, the method for predictkig the engkie heat rejected to coolant developed by 

Parish (2003) can be divided mto two components: development of the heat fransfer 

correlation and development of the engkie power correlation. The heat transfer from the 

combustion gases to the cyUnder waUs is kifluenced by both convection and radiation 

heat tíansfer. For spark-ignition and compression-ignkion engkies, convection heat 

transfer dominates the process. The generalized expression for the cylinder convection 

heat tíansfer is: 

ô<^,=H^(7;-rJ. (3.2) 

The heat transfer coefficient h in equation 3.2 is calculated as a correlation of the form: 

Nu = f{Re) (3.3) 

which can be expanded to: 

he^^ JpVjA 

K 
= f (3.4) 

The kidicated power P, is determkied by the cyclic integral for the compression 

and expansion strokes in a single engine cylinder, multiplied by the number of cylkiders 

and the rate of work producing cycles (typically one-half the engine speed). The 

indicated engine power output is given in Equation 3.5: 

P.=P,+Pf (3.5) 

The indicated power is used to calculate the fiiel conversion efficiency, along with the 

fliel mass flow rate and the fiael combustion energy QLH' 

7/=-4-- (3.6) 

The net power can be defined as: 
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^ « . = f ^ , (3.7) 

and the flael mass flow rate is a function of the ak mass flow rate and the ak-fiael ratio: 

mf=-^. (3.8) 
''~A, 

The ak mass flow rate is determined by the volumetric efficiency, the engine speed, 

ambient ak density, and engkae displacement: 

m 'a^^vPay^VD- (3.9) 

The volumetric efficiency ?7 is determined by f xed and variable elements of the ak 

kaduction system, with the throttle plate being the most knportant variable parameter. 

For normaUy aspkated engines, the voliametric efficiency ranges between 0.25 with the 

throttle closed and 0.85 with the throttle completely open. For turbocharged diesel 

engines, the voliametric efficiency is typicaUy between 0.8 and 3.0. Combinkag equations 

3.8 and 3.9, substkuting into eqiaation 3.5, and dividing by the engine displacement and 

the engine speed yields: 

o/2 /F 'D/2 

(3.10) 

or 

bmep = -nyrif^^^-fmep (3.11) 

where 

p 
bmep = — ^ = brake mean effective pressure, and (3.12) 

V " / ^ / 2 
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Pf 
fmep = — ^ = friction mean effective pressoore. (3.13) 

The brake mean effective pressure is defined as the power available at the output shaft of 

the engine. The friction mean effective pressure includes power losses due to friction 

between engine components, paamping losses in the intake and exhaust systems, and 

accessory power reqaakements form the water poomp and altemator. The indicated mean 

effective pressure is foaand by addkag equations 3.12 and 3.13: 

imep = bmep + fmep. (3.14) 

The indicated mean effective pressaare provides a normalized measaare of the engine 

power without the effects of engine speed or engine displacement. Uskag the defíiUtion 

of the net power given in equation 3.7, the indicated mean effective pressaare can also be 

shown as: 

imep = ^ ^ . (3.15) 
V " / 

Substitution reveals: 

imep = 7 y7 ^ ^ ^ . (3.16) 

/F 

Equation 3.16 iUustrates the difference between spark-igioition and compression ignition 

engkxes. For spark-ignition engines, the only variable ka equation 3.16 is the volaametric 

efficiency ?7 , whereas for compression-ignition engkaes, boththe volumetric effaciency 

?7 and the ak-fuel ratio A/F are variable. These two variables determkae the amount of 

power that is available from the engine. 
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12 Naturallv Aspkated Ga.solkae Engine Methodolopv 

For an estknate of the engkie heat rejection to coolant for normally aspkated 

gasoUne engkaes, experimental data must be used to determkae the engkae power and heat 

transfer correlations. The power correlation is calculated from a relation between the 

volumefric effaciency and the brake mean effective pressure: 

bmep = f{ jy). (3.17) 

The fiael conversion efficiency is a fimction of the kidicated power, the fiael mass flow 

rate, and the fiael combustion energy: 

P, 
Vf=-^ir-, (3.18) 

where the íiael mass flow rate is determined by the ak mass flow rate and the ak-fiael 

ratio: 

m„ 
mf=^- (3.19) 

/F 

Substitution reveals: 

A/ p. 
1f=^^- (3-20) 

The ak induction rate to the engine is determined by throttle plate poskion, engine speed, 

and the engine displacement. The ak induction rate can be qaaantified ka terms of the 

volumetric efficiency: 

Pa^D /2 

Substituting equations 3.20 and 3.21 into eqioation 3.5 and dividing by the engine 

displacement and engine speed yields: 
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bmep = ijyjjf ^"Q^" - fmep = J^ • Amep- fmep, (3.22) 

/F 

which is the same as equation 3.11. Edson and Taylor (1964) suggested a Unear 

relationship between the fiael conversion effaciency and the ak-fiael ratio, which Parish 

(2003) reduced to eqoaation 3.22. Using dynamometer data gathered from eleven Ford 

nataaraUy aspkated gasoUne engkaes, the brake mean effective pressoore is plotted as a 

fianction of the available mean effective pressiare. A least sqoaares curve fit is appUed to 

determkae the slope and katercept of the data trend Ikae. The slope from the coarve fit 

relates to the fuel conversion efficiency, while the intercept defkaes the friction mean 

effective pressaare. From Parish (2003): 

Tjf=?,1.9% (3.23) 

and 

fmep = \26.5 (kPa). (3.24) 

A typical power correlation can be seen in Figure 3.1, which plots the brake mean 

effective pressoare as a fimction of the available mean effective pressure. 
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Figaare 3.1: Typical Power Correlation 

The heat transfer correlation is determined from a relation between the Nusseh 

number and the Reynolds number, as shown by equation 3.3. This relation is used to 

determine the convection heat transfer coefficient, which is used to calculate the amoomt 

of heat dissipated from the engine to the coolant. In order to determine the convection 

heat fraiosfer to the cylinder waUs, the convection heat fransfer coefficient h must be 

found. Using the definition of the cylinder bore as the characteristic length: 

B = 
TtN^ 

(3.25) 

the cylinder waU heat flux can be foamd: 

Qcyl = 
^Qcyl 

N^TTB^ 
(3.26) 
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Values of the cylkader heat transfer rate are usoaally not available, and must be deduced 

from experknental dynamometer data of the heat rejected to coolant, which kaclude the 

effects of mbbkag friction, Pr/. Therefore, 

Qcyl = Qcoolant ~ Prf • (3.27) 

For the analysis done by Parish (2003), the fraction of the friction power 

dissipation due to mbbkig between movkag engine components is taken as a constant. 

From this, the cylinder heat fransfer rate can be found uskag: 

Qcyl = Qcoolam '0.6fmCpV^l^^). (3.28) 

Assuming a cycle averaged combustion gas temperataue of 447°C and a constant waU 

temperature of 110°C, a temperature differential of 337°C is used to calculate the 

convection heat transfer coefficient: 

The Nusselt niamber is defined as: 

i.r hB .„ ^^s 

Nu = — , (3.30) 

and for application to an engkae, the Reynolds niunber is determkaed by: 

Re^^f^ (3.31) 
M 

where Vg is the characteristic gas velocity given by: 

4m 
PJ^N^ \ = ^ - ^ - (3.32) 

The total mass flow rate is the total of the ak mass flow rate and the fiael mass flow rate, 

or it can be determined using the ak-fuel ratio: 
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m = m^+m^ =m^ 

( \ 

^ /F) 
(3.33) 

where 

'na^p-VD^v (3.34) 

Agaka, dynamometer data from eleven Ford normally aspkated gasoUne engkaes was 

used to determkae the overaU heat transfer correlation. Parish (2003) determkaed: 

0.7875 Nu = 2.99 Re 

uskag the data gathered from these engines. A typical example of the heat transfer 

correlation is given ka Figoare 3.2, plottkag the Nusselt number as a function of the 

Reynolds number on a logarithmic scale. 

(3.35) 

l OOO 

100000 

Figure 3.2: Typical Heat Transfer Correlation 
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Now that power and heat transfer correlations have been developed, these 

correlations can be used to predict engine heat rejection to coolant rates at different 

engkie operatkag conditions. The only Iknkation on the prediction is that the power 

specification be withka the operatkig capabiUties of a given engine. The input parameters 

used to estknate the engkae heat rejection rates are the engkae speed, brake power 

requkement, engkae displacement, and the number of cylkaders in the engkae. Starting 

with the brake mean effective pressure, 

p 
bmep = — ^ , (3.36) 

V n/ 
^D /2 

the power correlation can be used to calculate the volumetric efficiency: 

Tjy = {bmep + fmep) ^J . (3.37) 
pQmnf 

As previously mentioned, the volumetric efficiency ranges between 0.25 at a closed 

throttle position and 0.85 at a fially open throttle poskion for normally aspkated gasoline 

engines. Values significantly outside of this range are not within the power capabilities 

of a given engine, and the corresponding engine heat rejection to coolant predictions can 

not be completed. 

Next, the volumetric efficiency is used with the heat fransfer correlation to 

determine the cylkader heat transfer rate. Solving for the Reynolds naunber: 

TtB/J, 

r \ 
\+/ 

y ^/F) 
(3.38) 

the empkically determined heat fransfer correlation ka equation 3.35 is applied to find the 

Nusseh number: 

Nu = 2.99 Re'''''' (3.35) 
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Using the value of the Nusselt number, the heat transfer coefficient can be fooand uskig a 

rearrangement of equation 3.30: 

^ = ̂ . (3.39) 

The heat fransfer rate of the engkie cylkaders can be determined uskag a variation of 

eqaaation 3.2: 

Qcy,=N,^h{T^-T„). (3.40) 

From equations 3.27 and 3.28, the mbbkag friction between movkig engine 

components is determkaed by applying the power correlation, uskag the same constant 

ratio of mbbing friction mean effective pressure to friction mean effective pressure: 

P^= 0.6 fmepV^^. (3.41) 

The fínal prediction for engine heat rejected to coolant is foamd using equation 

3.1: 

Qcoolant - Qcyl + Prf • (3-1) 

A typical heat rejection to coolant plot can be seen ka Figiu'e 3.3, plotting the engine heat 

rejected to coolant as a function of the brake power requkement. A heat rejection map is 

also provided for reference, which plots fíve incremental engine speeds and the 

corresponding engine heat rejection rates at nine incremental volumetric efficiencies 

within the capabiHties of normally aspkated gasoUne engines. 
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Figure 3.3: Typical Engkae Heat RejectionMap 

Experknental data is needed to develop the heat tíansfer and power correlations 

for a particular engine, and is requked to assess the accuracy of the analytical predictions. 

As previously mentioned, the data used to develop the general correlations was gathered 

from eleven Ford naturaUy aspkated gasoline engines, ranging from economy-class 

engines to commercial tmck engines. Displacements varied from 2.0 Uters to 6.8 liters, 

including both two and fooar valve per cylinder designs, with geometries from inline four 

cylinder engkaes to "V" coiofiguration ten cylinder engines. For the development of the 

empkical correlations, aU engines were tested using the same procedoares. Parish (2003) 

found that by using this physics-based method, the mean error deviation is zero and the 

standard deviation with respect to the e^q^erimental data approximately 11%. This is a 

signifícant knprovement over the Lahvic regression method, with a mean error deviation 

of 22% and a standard deviation of 15%. 
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3.3 Turbocharged Diesel Engine Methodologv 

Like normally aspkated gasoUne engines, toirbocharged diesel engines also 

requke several correlations that describe how engkae heat is rejected to coolant. Due to 

the addition of the turbocharger and the compression ignition fírkag method, diesel 

engines requke addkional parameters to determine overaU engine heat rejection rates. 

Faarthermore, diesel engkaes are characterized by a more significant presence of radiation 

heat fransfer, which must now be taken into consideration. Fkst, the engkae correlation 

coefficients that characterize power and heat fransfer must be determined. Uskag 

equation 3.22, the available mean effective pressoare, Amep is katroduced in eqaaation 3.42: 

pQ imep = jf • Amep = rjfVjy ^^/ . (3.42) 

7F 

Using the same characteristic length as for normally aspkated gasoline engines, the 

cylinder bore is determined via equation 3.25: 

B = 
TtN^ 

(3.25) 

Since the ak-fiael ratio is now variable for taarbocharged diesel engines, the fuel 

equivalence ratio ^ is determined using 

A/ 

'A/ 
ø = /f-, (3.43) 

'F 

where A/F* represents the ideal stoichiometric ak-íiael ratio of 14.5 for taarbocharged 

diesel engines. From this, the ak mass flow rate and the volumetric efficiency can be 

determkaed uskag eqoaations 3.19 and 3.21. Substitutkag these values kato equation 3.42 

determines the available mean effective pressure, as show ka equation 3.44 

Amep = '^''^/" . (3.44) 
• ^ / 

/F 
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Plottkag the brake mean effective pressaire as a function of the available mean effective 

pressure and applykag a least squares curve fit to the data field yields the fiael conversion 

efficiency and the friction mean effective pressure. Parish (2003) studied four Ford 

turbocharged diesel engkaes, and foomd that characteristic fiael conversion effaciency and 

friction mean effective pressaare of 

and 

rjf = 40% 

/mep = 135 (kPa). 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

An example plot of the brake mean effective pressure versus avaUable mean effective 

pressaare is shown in Figaore 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4: Brake Mean Effective Pressure versus Available Mean Effective Pressau-e 

As previously mentioned the amount of fiael that enters the cyUnder for 

turbocharged diesel engines is determkaed by the ak-fiael ratio. Skace the turbocharger 
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turbkae extracts energy from the exhaust gases to power the compressor, the operation of 

the turbocharger has a signifícant effect on the volumetric effaciency and the available 

mean effective pressure. The energy of the exhaust gas leavkag the engkae is a fimction of 

the engkae speed, ak mass flow rate, and fuel mass flow rate. Skace the toarbocharger 

pressure ratio depends on the exhaust gas energy and the volumetric efficiency depends 

onthe turbocharger pressure ratio, correlations are needed relate the pressoare ratio to the 

volumetric effaciency and the available power to the turbocharger pressure ratio. With 

the voliametric efficiency and the taarbocharger pressou-e ratio provided from experimental 

data, a correlation can be determkaed that relates the two values, as seen in eqoaation 3.47: 

Vv=P-Pr- (3.47) 

Applykag a least squares curve fit yields the coefficient /f. Parish (2003), using the data 

from the four Ford turbocharged diesel engines, determined that the value of this 

coefficient is 0.8031. Figaare 3.5 provides an example of the volumetric efficiency as a 

fomction of the turbocharger pressure ratio. 
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Figure 3.5: Volumetric Effaciency versus Turbocharger Pressoare Ratio 

Another correlation is needed to relate the available mean effective pressaare to the 

turbocharger pressaare ratio. Since the avaUable mean effective pressure is also known 

from equation 3.44, the correlation of the form 

P^ =\ + Y• Amep , (3.48) 

Applying another least sqaaares coarve fit gives the value of the coefficient 7. Agaka, 

Parish (2003) determkied the value of this coefficient to be 0.35, based onthe data 

provide from the four Ford turbocharged diesel engines. Figure 3.6 gives an example of 

the taarbocharger pressoore ratio as a fianction of the avaUable mean effective pressaare. 
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Figvu-e 3.6: Taarbocharger Pressure Ratio versus AvaUable Mean Effective Pressure 

These two correlations effectively close the loop between the engine power, ttarbocharger 

pressure ratio, and exhaust gas energy that defines the operation of a turbocharged diesel 

engine. This closed loop system is deterministic, and operating conditions can be defined 

using these relationships. 

Now that the relations between available mean effective pressure, volounetric 

efficiency, and turbocharger pressure ratio have been determined, the coefficients that 

describe heat tíansfer from the engine to the coolant need to be ascertained. Wkh the 

more significant presence of radiation in taarbocharged diesel engkaes, equation 3.1 is 

rewritten as 

iCcoolant iCconv xirad rf ' (3.49) 

Uskag standard eqaaations that determkae convection and radiation heat transfer, equation 

3.49 can be rewritten as 
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Qæoktnt = h^n.ÁTs " ^. )+ KM^/ ' T/ ) + P,f , (3 .50) 

where A is the heat fransfer reference area calculated using 

^ = ̂ - (3.51) 

Fromthe data analysis, Parish (2003) determined that the heat transfer coefficients could 

be best foamd by normalizing equation 3.50. Dividkag the components by the engkie 

volume displacement and the speed reveals equation 3.52: 

qmep = 
n^„-„A I— „ \ h,„jA í— 

conv V n/ (̂ « -''-^^V^^^f^ -T:)+rfmep. (3.52) 
'D /2 "^D /2 

Due to the nature of con^ression ignition engines, the gas temperature wUl 

fluctuate considerably durkig the engine cycle. Therefore, the physical properties of the 

gas must be determined using the cycle-averaged temperature, defined as the average 

temperatiu-e between the waU and the potential heat release of the fuel: 

f^=^^^^ + T^. (3.53) 

where A Ta represents the temperature change in adiabatic combustion. This can be 

determined from equation 3.54: 

^ 7 ; = ^ ^ ^ . (3.54) 

However, the specific heat of the combustion gas is also a ftinction of the temperatoure 

change m adiabatic combustion as weU as the fiael equivalence ratio, provided by 

Heywood (1988): 

C^g = 1 + 1.42-10"'Jr„ +2.47-10-Vzir,. (3.55) 
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By substituting eqaaation 3.55 into equation 3.54, the temperature change ka adiabatic 

combustion can be determined by solving the qoaadratic equation 

ATM\.42-\0-'+2.41-\0-'Ø)+AT„-"'^ "-" =0. (3.56) 
rh 

Due to the natoore of the equation, the poskive root wUl always represent the temperature 

change ka adiabatic combustion. With this known, the cycle-averaged temperataare can be 

calculated. Furthermore, the specific heat can be determkaed, as weU as the thermal 

conductivity of the gas 

yt̂  =8.82-10-^7;°'' (3.57) 

and the gas viscosity 

M 
3 3-io- 'r "•' 

g (3.58) 
^ (l + 0.27<^) ' 

both provided by Heywood (1988). With the remakikig physical properties known, the 

Reynolds naamber can be determkaed uskag 

Re = ^ ^ (3.59) 
nBN^ju, 

as weU as the Prandtl number 

P,- ^ ^fp-^ (3.60) 

K 
The convection heat transfer coeffacient is now correlated uskag the Nusseh number as a 

ftmction of Reynolds munber and Prandtl number, as seen ka equation 3.61: 

Nu=^ = aRe'-'Pr'' (3-61) 

This is now substituted kato equation 3.52, along with eqaoation 3.51, and rewritten as: 
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K,^k^Re''Pr''nB(- ^ \hra^^(r ^ r ^L /• n ^o^ 

•° / 2 ^ / 2 

Since convection heat transfer is proportional to the difference of the combustion 

gas and wall temperatures, using the cycle-averaged temperataare is appropriate. 

However, radiation heat transfer is proportional to the difference in temperataores to the 

fourth power, so a sknple cycle-averaged temperatoare is not appropriate to determine 

radiation heat fransfer rates. The gas temperature for the radiation heat fransfer 

calculations is given as 

f, = ^ ^ + 288.16. (3.63) 

The choices for gas temperatures given in equations 3.53 and 3.63 are proposed by Parish 

(2003), and are essentially arbitrary. His analysis showed that these estimates are 

proportional to the actual temperatures over the range of ak-fiiel ratios for the four Ford 

turbocharged diesel engkaes. Any differences due to the approximations are kicluded ki 

the engme correlation coefficients, and wUl not cause any problems as long as the 

temperataares used ka the final heat rejection analysis are obtained using the same 

methodology. 

Heywood (1988) determined that the friction mean effective pressure can be 

approximated uskig 

>ep = Q + C , ^ + C 3 [ ^ (3.64) 

where C/ represents the boundary loss, C2 represents the mbbkag friction loss, and C3 

represents the turbulent loss. Therefore, Parish (2003) uskag the mbbkag term C2 to 

determine the cortelation coeffacient for the mbbing fiiction mean effective pressou-e. 

Unlike normally aspkated engkaes, this coefficient is now determkaed using the heat 

transfer correlation for turbocharged diesel engines. This correlation can now be added 

to equation 3.62: 
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h^,^k^ Re"' Pr°' TTB (- \ h .aTtB^ (-, A / 
qmep = - ^ ^ T ^ - r j + ""' , (T/-T/)+C,y^ . (3.65) 

AV ri/ ^ ^ Av n/ ^ •' ' / ^ 
^'^D /2 ^''D /2 

Equation 3.65 now includes three unknowns: the convection heat transfer 

coefficient, the radiation heat transfer coeffacient, and the mbbing friction coeffacient. 

Applying a multiple linear regression to the equation yields the engine correlation 

coefficients. Using the data gathered from the fooor Ford turbocharged diesel engines, 

Parish (2003) determined the values of these coefficients to be 

A,„^= 2.495, (3.66) 

/í,„^= 0.341, and (3.67) 

^2=5.98. (3.68) 

Due to the mukivariable resuhs of the heat transfer analysis, no plots are avaUable that 

relate the kadividual heat transfer components to the overaU heat rejection mean effective 

pressure. 

Now that the needed engine correlation coefficients can be determined, the results 

can be applied to determkie the overaU engkie heat rejection to coolant rate. With only 

the engine geometry, engkae speed, and brake power requkement known, the first step is 

to determine the brake mean effective pressure using equation 3.36: 

bmep = ^ ^ . (3.36) 
V " / ^D /2 

From the power correlation, the values of fiael conversion efficiency and friction mean 

effective pressure are used to calculate the available mean effective pressure 

^^^p^bmep + fmep (3 69^ 
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With this value, the toorbocharger pressoare ratio is foamd, uskig the correlation coeffacient 

from the volumetric effaciency versus available mean effective pressure relationship and 

equation3.48: 

P^=\ + yAmep. (3.48) 

Equation 3.47 is applied next to determine the volumetric efficiency, along wkh the 

coefficient found from the corresponding relation: 

rjy=P-Pr. (3-47) 

The ak-fuel ratio is foamd next, using 

A/ IzfpL/í^ (3.70) 
^ ̂  Amep 

and the ak mass flow rate from equation 3.34: 

ma=p'^V,Vy. (3-34) 

The total mass flow rate is calculated uskag equation 3.33: 

m = mg+mf =m^ 

( \ 

V /F 

(3.33) 

As previously mentioned, the same temperatou-es must be used ka the heat 

rejection predictions to ensure consistent resuhs. For convection heat transfer, the cycle-

averaged gas temperature is given by equation 3.53, whUe for radiation heat transfer, the 

cycle-average gas temperature is given by equation 3.63. Again, for convection, several 

physical properties of the combustion gas must be determkaed, and these values are 

calculated as described above. Once the temperataares and gas properties have been 

determkied, the Reynolds number is calculated using equation 3.59: 
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^g = p , , » (3.59) 

and the Prandtl number is found uskag equation 3.60: 

u C 
Pf. _ Z3 P'S (3.60) 

Wkh aU of the requked parameters determined, the coefficients from the multiple 

Ikiear regression can be applied, namely the convection heat fransfer coefficient, the 

radiation heat fransfer coefficient, and the mbbkag friction coefficient. These values are 

substituted into equation 3.65: 

.n.epJ-"'"' '; "^T, - r J + Í ^ ( f / -Tjyc,/. (3.65) 
\V n/ ^ ^ âv "/ '2 

^ / 2 ^^D / 2 

Multiplying the heat rejection mean effective pressure by the volaome displacement and 

the engkae speed yields the final engine heat rejected to coolant prediction, as seen in 

equation3.49: 

Qcoolant=Qcon,+Qrad+Prf ( 3 - 4 9 ) 

The heat rejected to coolant plot for a tou-bocharged diesel engkae is no different from that 

for a normally aspkated gasoline engine. The predicted engine heat rejected to coolant 

rate is plotted as a fimction of the brake power. Again, a heat map is provided for 

reference, which plots five kicremental speeds uskag incremental volumetric efficiencies 

within the expected range of toorbocharged diesel engines. 

This concludes the methodology needed to determine engkae correlation 

coefficients and predict fínal engkie heat rejected to coolant rates for both normaUy 

aspkated gasoUne engines and turbocharged diesel engines. WhUe some similarities exist 

between the two engkie types, the compression ignition method of the diesel engine 

requkes several more correlations and calculations due to the fluctaaating combustion gas 

temperature. Regardless, this physics-based approach proposed by Parish (2003) 
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provides a simple and straightforward method for determining engine heat rejection to 

coolant rates without the need for lengthy mathematical algorithms or complex computer 

sknulations. 
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CHAPTERIV 

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

Uskig the object-oriented approach that is typical of Wkidows-based 

programmkig, an application was developed using Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 capable of 

predictkig engine heat rejection rates for normally aspkated gasoline engkies and 

turbocharged diesel engkies. AII of the parameters necessary to form new engkae 

correlations and calculate engkae heat rejection rates are stored in two hierarchical data 

stmctures. AU of the fimctions needed to read the data from the kaput files, to perform 

the reqaaked calculations, and to display the final engine correlation resuhs or engme heat 

rejection data to the user are stored ki a variety of classes. When the application is 

kakiated, one kastance of an engkae data stmcture is created, and when dyioamometer data 

is needed to develop engkae-specific correlations, one instance of a dynamometer data 

stmcture is created. The application contains the ftill ftanctionality that is expected of 

Windows-based programs, and the user has access to standard options and appUcation-

specific options via puU-down menus. 

The entke application was written based on the Microsoft Foamdation Classes by 

utilizing the document/view program architectiare that characterizes this programmkig 

style. The document class stores program data and provides the basic functionaUty for 

the appUcation. The view class has special privUege to access and display the data, and 

interprets user input as changes to the docaunent. The view class is able to access the 

document class data by applying the GetDocument() íimction which retaams a pointer to 

the document class. Similarly, when the user makes changes to the data in a view class, 

the view class obtains a pointer to the docaiment depending on the type of message 

received. The view class then uses the pointer to pass the new data to the document class 

so that k can be stored in the appropriate stmcture. A muhiple docooment approach was 

taken for this appUcation: one docaament for vehicle operatkig condkions data and one 

docoament for dynamometer data. This allows two separate data stmctures to be created, 

and prevents data from one source affecting data from the other. Furthermore, the 
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document/view architecture allows the user to view both tabular and graphical 

kaformation simuhaneously ka separate child windows. 

4.1 Data Stmctoares 

The data storage hierarchy for this application is based upon the needs of the 

kadividaoal classes that requke access to specific data members. Uskag a muUi-document 

approach, two docaunent classes, one for dynamometer data and one for engine heat 

rejection data, create the correspondkag data stmctoares when the application is inkiated. 

The top-level "ENGINE" stmctou-e contakas kiformation relevant to engkie heat rejection 

calculations, and is the property of the "CVehicIeDoc" class. Two sub-stmctures of the 

"ENGINE" stmcture contaki variables needed for input file data storage and engkie heat 

map data. Another top-level "DYNO" stracture contains kaformation regardkig 

dynamometer data and engme correlation results, and is the property of the "CDynoDoc" 

class. The "DYNO" stmcture also contakis two sub-stmctaores, which are used to store 

d^mamometer variables from the input file and information for dynamometer data error 

analysis. In addkion, two global stmctoores are created upon kiitiation that contain the 

default and engine specific correlation results needed to complete the desked heat 

rejection calculations. Skice this stmcture is global to the application, aU classes and 

therefore both docaaments have íuU access to these variables. 

When other classes related to the two docaiment classes need access to data 

members, a pointer refers to the storage location of the requked data in the correspondkag 

stmcture wdthin each document class. With the exception of the global variables stored 

in the COEFS stmcture, only classes that refer to the vehicle dociunent class can have 

access to that data via a pointer. Likewise, only classes that refer to the dynamometer 

docaunent class can access those data members. This prevents input data from a 

dynamometer file from bekig used ki the vehicle document class, where the íinal engkie 

heat rejection calculations are performed. This system provides a weU-organized method 

of storing and accessing data members without the risk of data from one docvmient class 

interferkig with data from the other document class. 
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4.2 Classes 

Whereas aU of the engkie data is stored in stmctures, aU of the fimctions needed 

to read the engkie data, perform the engkie calculations, and display the final engkie 

kiformation to the user are stored ki classes. Microsoft Foundation Classes are used m 

the appUcation to produce the parent wkidow, child windows, and any standard dialog 

boxes that appear durkig appUcation operation. Furthermore, the Microsoft Foundation 

Classes provide the basic Wkidows user commands, such as "Save," "Prkit," etc, that are 

located ki the file menus and toolbars. While these classes have simplified the 

appUcation and provided the standard Wkidows graphic user kiterface, several other 

classes were developed to complete the engkie calculations and display the appropriate 

data to the user. 

In order to read the dynamometer data files and vehicle operatkig condkions data 

fíles, the "CEasyFile" class was developed wkh fimctions capable of readkig integer, 

decknal, or sfrkig kiputs. Skice the dynamometer data and vehicle operatkig condkions 

data stmctures are contained wkhki two different document classes, two separate view 

classes were developed. View classes are related to the docaunent classes, and determine 

how the mformation contakied ki the document class wiU be presented to the user. The 

"CVehDataView" and "CDynoDataView" classes read the information from the 

corresponding data files, store the information in the appropriate locations, and present 

the information to the user. These two data input classes use a system of "tokens" to read 

the file information, which in tama use the functions of the "CEasyFile" class to determkie 

the type of data that is read. A series of data check commands are included to ensure that 

no data mismatches occiu' between the input data file and the assigned data type of the 

storage locations within each document class. The order of tokeios is sequential for both 

dynamometer data files and vehicle operating conditions data fUes; therefore, each of the 

data fUes must be entered in a specific format. Otherwise, the data check commands wiU 

wam the user that the data fUe is not complied correctly. Once the data file has been 

scanned to meet datatype requkements, another series of data checks is inkiated to 

ensure that aU values read into the program are aUowable. For example, one data check 
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ensures that the brake power is greater than zero, while another checks that the ambient 

pressure is greater than zero. The data checks have been appUed to both the classes 

needed to read and store the data from the kaput files. If kavalid data is detected durkig 

the kiput process, visual and audio wamkigs wiU alert the user and provide a description 

of which token or variable ki the kiput data file contakis the kivalid values. 

Once the desked data is successfaally read, the appropriate calculations can begka. 

Each of the document classes contakis a fimction that is used to calculate either the 

engkae correlation coeffacients or the final engine heat rejection rate predictions. Uskag 

an engkae type designator from the data file, the appropriate calculations are selected 

withki the fianction. AU of the calculations contakaed withka these functions were 

discussed ka Chapter in. AU final kaformation that will be visually presented to the user 

is stored ka the correspondkig variables created in the data stmctaue for each document 

class. Other variables are created locally to sknplify the expressions and provide a clear 

explanation to the user. When the engkie correlations or engine heat rejection predictions 

are complete, the resuhs are ready to be output to the user. 

Screen output is available to the user in two formats for both engine correlations 

and engine heat rejection rate predictions: either tabular or graphical. Two classes were 

developed that provide the relevant datato the user in an organized table view. Using 

pointers that refer to the specific document class, data contained within the respective 

data stmctaare is passed to the display class and the relevant calculation results are 

presented. Fimctions within the display class provide standard on-screen commands such 

as "Print," "Print Preview," etc, and are based on the Microsoft Foomdation Classes. 

This method is used to present tabular data for both engine correlation resuhs and final 

engine heat rejection rate predictions, although separate classes were developed due to 

the formatting needs of the final data. 

In order to produce graphical data, a class named "CEasyGraph" was developed 

that provides basic plotting capabilky using a variety of fimctions. Three additional 

classes were developed, each with plottkag capability: one to display the heat fransfer 

correlatioia, one to display the power correlation, and one to display the final engine heat 
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map data. Through a series of pokaters to the desked data stíncture members of each 

docaament class, the requked values are passed to the correspondkig graphical data view 

class. Each data view class caUs the foanctions withka "CEasyGraph" to produce the chart 

boundaries, axes, axis tkles, chart tkle, and data curves. The plot is automaticaUy scaled 

dependkig on the largest and smallest values of the variable on each axis. Agaki, 

fimctions withki each of the graphical view classes refer to Microsoft Foamdation Classes 

to produce the chUd wkadow and basic on-screen commands. 

4.3 Ram-Tkne Operation 

When the appUcation is inkiated by the user, one instance of an engkae data 

stmctaure is created ka the "CVehicleDoc" class, along wkh aU of the correspondkig 

variables needed to complete an engkae heat rejection analysis. In addkion, the global 

engkie coefficients stmctures are created, and the defauh coefficients are knmediately 

kikialized to the standard values determkied by Parish (2003). When the vehicle 

operatkig condkions are successfuUy loaded into the program, engine heat rejection rate 

predictions can be completed uskag the standard engine coeffacients from this global 

stmctaare if desked. 

As previously mentioned, the user has the option to use either the standard engine 

correlation results or develop engine-specific correlations uskig a dynamometer data fUe. 

A dialog has been created to provide the user with the ability to switch between the two 

engine coefficient options. At program start-up, only the standard engine coefficients are 

available to the user, and the option to select engine-specific coefficients is not avaUable. 

If specific correlations are desked, the user must provide a dynamometer data file, and 

the program reads the information from the file and stores k ka the data stmcture within 

the "CDynoDoc" class. The calculations are completed, and the new correlation 

coefficients are stored not oooly in the "DYNO" data stmcture, but also in the global 

engine specific coeffacients stmcture. A global variable serves as a flag to the engine 

coefficient dialog, and when the engine-specific coefficients have been determined, the 
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flag value is changed. The global value of the flag is sent to the dialog commands, which 

activates the option to select engkae-specific coeffacients ka the dialog box. 

When ekher of the two options of data files are read kato the program, the 

kiformation contakied ki the data file is automatically output on the screen uskig the view 

classes. If any errors exist withki the data, the audio and visual cues will also activate 

durkig this procedure, but prior to the mformation bekig displayed to the user. The user 

is able to modify the data file, as the view classes for each docaunent provide edking 

capabUky. The updated data files must be saved, and this is accompUshed uskag features 

provided by the Microsoft Foundation Classes. Regardless of the engkie coeffacients 

desked for the analysis, a vehicle operatkag condkions data file must be loaded. No 

defauh values exist for an engkae heat rejection rate prediction, and the appUcation will 

not proceed if a file is not loaded. 

Once a data file is successfiiUy loaded krto the program and the requked 

calculations completed, the data resuhs are available ki either tabular or graphical format. 

If the tabular option is selected, the engine parameters, a brief engine description, and the 

relevant information from the calculations are displayed to the user. When a graphical 

display option is selected, a child wkadow is created that displays the resuUs of the 

desked plot. AU display modes have fiall print capabUkies, and tabular output has the 

ability for cut, copy, and paste edk commands provided from the foimdation classes. AU 

child wkadows created also have the ability to be minimized, maximized, moved, resized, 

or closed, again with the assistance from the Microsoft Foundation Classes. 

When the user is finished analyzing, printing, or saving the results, the coarrent 

engine data must be closed before another engine can be studied. Wkh only one instance 

created at program initiatioio, only one set of engkie data can be studied during program 

operation. Therefore, the user is requked to close the ciarrent engine data in order to 

study addkional engkae data. However, this does not mean that the entke application 

must be exited; a new set of engine data can be opened without having to restart the 

appUcation. When the caarrent set of engine data is closed, the single instance of the 

engine is destroyed, all variables are reset, and the appUcation is ready to perform another 
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engine heat rejection analysis. This prevents information from different engines being 

accidentally overwritten, decreases the amount of memory requked for operation, and 

simplifíes overall application use. It should be noted that the muki-tasking abiUties of the 

Wkadows platform will allow the user to have muhiple appUcations runnkig 

simultaneously, so multiple engine heat rejection analyses can be conducted on the same 

computer station if necessary. 
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CHAPTERV 

PROGRAM OPERATION 

This chapter is kitended as a user manual for the developed computer application, 

from now on caUed ttuHeat, as wUl be seen ka the tkle bar of the fígures included ka this 

chapter. Each section wUl address the mam functions of this program while the basics of 

Wkadows operations will be omitted, as k is assmned that the reader or user will have a 

basic amderstandkig of Wkidows-based applications. In addkion to a thorough written 

description of program use, several fígaares wiU be included to provide the reader or user 

with additional visual assistance. 

When the program is initiated, the user wUl see the screen shown in Figure 5.1. 

Figure 5.1: Initial screen of ttuHeat 
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The user has only three menu options: File, View, or Help. Selecting the File menu 

option yields the options in Figure 5.2. 

Figou-e 5.2: File menu optioios 

The Open... command provides the user with a dialog box that is used to access 

the two types of data fíles. The fianctions of the Open... dialog box wiU be discussed 

fiuther ka the foUowkag sections. The Print Setup... option allows the user to change 

prmter settkigs, and the Exit option closes the appUcation. The program has the 

capability to remember up to four previously opened data files. In Figure 5.2, four fUe 

names have been stored under the FUe menu. 

Selecting the View menu provides display options that toggle the toolbar at the 

top of the wkidow on and off, and toggle the status bar at the bottom of the wkidow on 

and off. The Help menu provides access to help topics and program release information, 

which has been written to contaka topics relevant to the current appUcation. These two 

menu options are common to most Wkadows-based applications. 
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5.1 Loadkag Vehicle Data FUes 

When the appUcation is started, the program wUl automatically use the standard 

engkie correlation coefficients developed by Parish (2003). Therefore, the user is not 

requked to provide a dynamometer data file ka order to produce engkae heat rejection rate 

resuhs; only a vehicle data file is needed to complete the engkie heat rejection rate 

calculations. Figure 5.3 demonstrates how a vehicle data file is loaded into the program. 

tiV'**í'-hsat-

For Help, press R 

Figure 5.3: Loadkig a Vehicle Data FUe 

AII vehicle data files must include the file extension *.vdt. The user has fiall capability to 

browse other hard drives or network locations for suitable vehicle data fUes. When the 

user has made a file selection, clickkig the Open button wUl display the data fUe on the 

screen, as seen ki Figure 5.4. ScroU bars wUI automatically appear ka the child wmdows 

if the data does not fit within the wkadow's current size. 
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Figoare 5.4: Successfially Loaded Vehicle Data FUe 

If the data file does not contain the correct data format, an error dialog wUl appear on the 

screen and alert the user, as seen ka Figure 5.5. A brief description of the location of the 

kacorrect data is also provided. 
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Figure 5.5: UnsuccessfiiUy Loaded Vehicle Data File 

When this error message appears, the user must correct the data file problem before 

continuing the appUcation. If the user tries to contkaue, the appUcation wiU automatically 

close. If the vehicle data file contains invalid numbers, such as a negative brake power, 

another error dialog wUl appear to alert the user, as seen in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6: Example of Invalid Value of Brake Power 

As both Figures 5.5 and 5.6 demonstrate, aU data errors are reported to the user 

prior to the display of the vehicle data file. Once the OK button is cUcked for either of 

the dialogs, the contents of the vehicle data fUe wiU be displayed on the screen. This 

window provides the user with file edking capability, so any incorrect data can be 

changed using this window. If the vehicle data file is edited using these tools, the file 

must be saved. When a vehicle data fUe is displayed on the screen, the menu options 

chaiage, and the abilky to save the edked vehicle data file becomes available. The 

updated menu options can be seen ka Figoure 5.7. 
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• - -nu hcat - 2.0L CVH.vdt 

File Edit ViGw Heat Rejectibn Wincloiv Help V̂ 
BEIQ 

B VBhicle bafa H ^ 
I' User specified operation poincs 

f enginetTpe 

1; 

•2.0L CVH"; 

type of engine 
1 - normaa.ly aspirated gasoline 
Z - turbocharged diesel 

engine description 

^enginespec 
Z-0; 
4; 

Fbr Help, press Fl 

Figure 5.7: Updated Menu Options for Vehicle Data FUes 

Selectkag File from this screen now yields a few more options, as seen in Figure 5.8. 
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- t h i j e a t - 2.0LCVH.vdt 
Fi lé \Êd i t View Heat Rejection Window Help 

CtrltO 

Close 

âive Ctrl+S 

l̂  Save As, 

mmm 

Figoore 5.8: FUe Menu Options for Vehicle Data 

The menu now kicludes two options for savkig the vehicle data file. Uskag Save 

wUl store the updated mformation under the caarrent file name; using Save As... wUl open 

a dialog box that aUows the user to select a new name and location for the updated 

vehicle data file. If the user closes the current file without savkag the updated 

mformation, a dialog box wiU appear to provide options of whether or not to save the 

altered data file. 

Three other new options are also avaUable that are standard for most Windows 

appUcations. Print Preview is used to Ulustrate the appearance of the kiformation prior to 

prkitkig, and the Print... command is used to access standard prkitkig options. The final 

addkional command, Close, aUows the user to close the current data file wkidow without 

exitkig the appUcation, although aU child wkidows automatically produce mmkiiize, 

maximize, and close buttons that appear ki the upper right hand comer of each wkidow. 
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The Edk menu option is now avaUable, and contakis options that aUow the user to 

move and manipulate data within muhiple Windows applications. The menu options are 

shown ka Figure 5.9. 

riV t t i iheat - 2.0L CVH.vdt RHiO 
Flie i & i i t View Heat Rejection Windoi* Help 

[ l ^ I Uriáo CtrkZ 

ûit Ctrl+X 

"= Copy Ctrl+C ^íon. po in ts 

fen^i Paste Ctrl+V 
TT 

•M'iVt^r'" 

l^enginespec 
2 - 0 ; 
4 ; 

j enginecond 
9 5 . 3 3 ; 
23 - 6 1 ; 

iJ?enginept.s 
26 ; 

t y p e of engine 
1 norskally aspirated gasoline 
2 turbocharged diesel 

* engine description 

engine displacement tL) 
number of cylinders 

ambient a i r p r e s s u r e (kPa) 
ambient a i r t empera tu re (C) 

niimber of da t a p o i n t s 

i H s 

^speed Pb (rpm and k ff} 
1200.0 £-000 
1400.0 7.00 

Figure 5.9: Data Edkkag Options 

Like most other editkag options ka other Wkadows appUcations, a section of data 

must be selected before k can be cut or copied, and data must be cut or copied before k 

can be pasted. If changes are made to the data, the Undo command wUl cancel the last 

change made. The universal shortcut keys for these edkkig commands have been 

automatically included. 

The Window menu offers several options on how muhiple chUd wkidows wUl be 

displayed ki the parent wkidow. The cascade option is the defauh settkig, and each 

addkional chUd wkidow wUI appear overlappkig the previous child wmdow ki a diagonal 

fashion. The tUe option wUl display all open child wkidows ki panes, and the wkidow 

organization wUI depend on how many child windows are currently open. The Arrange 
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Icons option is used to organize minimized child windows, aUgnkig the respective tkle 

bars across the bottom of the parent window. Fkially, each chUd wkidow that is open 

will be displayed in a checkUst. This gives the user flexibUity to quickly move between 

multiple windows without have to minimize all others. 

5.2 Engkie Heat Rejection Display Options 

Once a vehicle data file is loaded, the user has several options regardkig how the 

final engkie heat rejection rate mformation will be displayed. Figures 5.4, 5.7, 5.8, and 

5.9 contain a Heat Rejection option that Usts the data display options, as seen in Figiare 

5.10. 

piV tHi_heat - 2.0L Cl/H.vdt 

File Edit ' View I Heot Rejection Window Help 

^ \ ' ^ M l . l . M ^ yehiele Dal-a 

''-'-T,-.,.™.-.™..,,-.,,„,-^.^, Tobular Heot Rejection Results 

víi.r Heat Rejectlon Mop 

Figure 5.10: Heat Rejection Menu Display Options 

The Vehicle Data option is automatically displayed when the vehicle data file is 

loaded. If other wkadows are open, selectkag this option wiU make the vehicle data 

window the active window. 
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Selectkig the Tabular Heat Rejection Resuhs wiU display the resuhs of the heat 

rejection analysis ki table format. The essential variables of the engkae heat rejection 

analysis are displayed, along with a brief description of the engme under study. The 

relevant variables of the analysis are also displayed, as weU as thek correspondkig SI 

units. An example of the tabular output is given ki Figure 5.11. 

riV t h i j c a t - 2.0L CVH.vdt 

Flle Edit View Heot Rejectîon Window Help 

H Heat Rejection Predietions 

p,ngine D e s c r i p t i o n : 
2.0L CVH 
Nori ia l ly A s p i r a t e d Gasol ine Engine 

Engine ParaniEters: 
Vd = 2 .0 L 
Hc - 4 CYlinders 

Ambient Engine Canditions: 
Tamb = 23.61 K 
Pamb = 95,33 tPa 

Figure 5.11: Example of Heat Rejection Predictions in Tabular Format 

The final display option, Heat Rejection Map, provides a graphical display of the 

heat rejection to coolant rate as a function of the brake power provided fi-om the vehicle 

data file. The heat map also includes the heat rejection rates of several engkie speeds 

cycled through a range of volaametric efficiencies to provide a reference to the user. An 

example of an engine heat map is given in Figure 5.12, shown maximized in the parent 

window. 
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r r 1-hi_hcat - [Heat Rcjcction Mop] 
I j ^ r t e • EdH^Vteáf' Heol- RejettTorr Wndow^glp 

\ísu\ ^ mm\B 
.=MJj^ 

Heat Rejection Map 

I 
8 
O 
-.o u o 
Pi 

-^ Operating Conditions 
-*- 1000 rpm 
-h- 2000 rpm 
-6- 3000 rpm 
-^ 4000 rpm 
-û- 5000 rpm 

100 

Brake Power (kW) 
Fbr Help, press Fl •NUM J, 

Figure 5.12: Example of an Engine Heat Rejection Map 

The axes of the graph will automatically scale depending on the minimum and 

maximum values of brake power and heat rejection rate, so the size of the created 

window can vary fiom engine to engine. As with all other windows created ki the 

appUcation, the graphical output has fiall prkat preview and prkat capabiUties. 

These two display modes provide the user with numerical and graphical resuhs 

for heat rejection analysis of the coorrent engkae, uskag kiformation firom the vehicle data 

fUe. A final option under the Heat Rejection menu option, Engkie Coefficients..., wiU be 

discussed later ki the chapter. 
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5.3 Loadkig Engkie Dynamometer Data FUes 

If the user wishes to apply engkae-specific heat transfer and power correlations, 

then a dynamometer data file must be loaded kato the appUcation. This process is very 

sknilar to that used to load vehicle data fUes. Selectkag Open... fi-om the File menu 

provides a dialog box, as shown in Figoare 5.13. 

R,te Vfev HéJp 

:^.ei l. 

Lookjn: ~á Thj_heat 

jbebug 
^ H l p 

_JRes 
SSz.OL CVH.ddt 

S93126B Boinking.ddt 
SS7.3 N6D 250 HTddt 

S9 dynamdata.ddt 
gbynolDJdt 
|8LlonV6,ddt 

F lename: 

Filesofjype: Dynatnometer Data ("ddt) 

Í;!JVehlcle Dala l'.vdtl 
,lDv,naî iometer Data í".ddtl _ 

Fbr Help, press F I NUM í Â: 

Figure 5.13: Loading a Dynamometer Data FUe 

When the user selects the FUes of type: options at the bottom of the dialog, a 

scroU menu provides the file extension options. Similar to the vehicle data files, aU 

dynamometer data files have the specific file extension *.ddt. Selectkig AU files (*.*) 

fiom this Ust wUI show aU files contamed within the caurent dkectory, regardless of use 

to this appUcation. If the data file contakis Ulegal data formats or kivaUd numbers, visual 

dialogs will agam alert the user to the problem. The data file display wkadows also offers 

edit capability, so that any data errors can be addressed and saved before being reloaded 

into the appUcation. 
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5.4 Displavkig Engkie Correlation Resuhs 

Once dynamometer data is loaded kito the appUcatioio, the menu option New 

Correlation becomes available, as seen in Figure 5.14. 

=iv ttu_heat - 312ÍB BanWng.ddt 

^ l e Êdit View i New Cbrrelûtion vWindow Help 

m 
í B bvnainonietBP 

i Dynomometer hcáa 

Tobular Correlotion Results 

Ppwer Cdppclotlon Dyaamomet:er d' 

fenginetypa j Heat Tpoisfer Correlat on 
2 ; t y p t — ij • • • • — — ^ ^ ^ — ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ 

n o c x t a l l y a s p l r a c e d g a s o l i u e 
^ u c b o c h a r g e d d i e s e l 

"3126B Banking": engine description 

f enginespecs 
7.2 ; englne displaceuenr 
6 ; number of cylinders 

(L) 

?dynaiapts 
18 ; 

* s p e e d 
2 2 0 0 . 0 
2 2 0 0 . 0 
2 2 0 0 . 0 
2 2 0 0 . 0 
2 2 0 0 . 0 

I\ 

number 

Pb 
1 3 0 . 5 0 
130.SO 
1 5 6 . 6 0 
1 S 6 . 6 0 
1 7 1 . 5 1 

o£ d a t a p o i n t s 

m£ 
0 . 0 0 8 2 5 0 
0 . 0 0 7 6 0 0 
0 . 0 0 9 5 3 3 
0 . 0 0 9 3 3 3 
0 . 0 1 0 7 3 3 

A/F 
4 2 - 7 6 1 
4 4 . 4 0 8 
3 4 . 1 4 9 
3 3 . 9 2 9 
3 1 . 8 3 2 

Qcool 
6 9 . 5 0 0 
6 9 . 5 0 0 
7 4 . 5 0 0 
7 4 . S 0 0 
8 2 . 7 0 0 

PftWiVi 

9 5 . 3 3 1 
9 5 . 4 2 1 
9 5 . 5 7 3 
9 S . S 2 2 
9 5 . 5 9 1 

Taiftb 
2 3 . 6 1 2 
2 3 . 7 8 
2 4 . 1 5 5 
2 4 . 9 9 3 
2 3 . 5 6 9 

Pr 
2 . 6 1 1 
2 . 4 1 9 
2 . 4 4 8 
2 . 3 8 9 
2 . 5 1 7 

jNUA/iil J, 

Figure 5.14: New Correlation Menu Options 

The Dynamometer Data option is the default view once the data file has been 

loaded into the appUcation; if other windows are open, this command wUl make the 

dynamometer data the active wkadow. Selectkig the Tabular Correlation Resuhs wUl 

open a chUd wkidow contaming all of the relevant engme data, kicludkig naomerical 

values of the heat transfer and power correlations for the specific engkae amder study. 

Figure 5.15 provides an example of the tabular resuhs. 
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Figure 5.15: Tabular Engine Correlation Resuhs 

For both normally aspkated gasolkie engines and turbocharged diesel engines, 

selectkig Power Correlation from the menu will display the graphical resuhs from the 

power correlation calculations, plotting the brake mean effective pressure as a flinction of 

the available mean effective pressaue. An example of the power correlation plot is shown 

inFigoore 5.16. 
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Figoire 5.16: Typical Power Correlation Plot for Both Engkae Types 

Sknilarly, the Heat Transfer Correlation option wiU display the resuhs from the 

heat transfer calculations. The Nusseh number is plotted as a fianction of the Reynolds 

number, as seen inFigure 5.17. 
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Figure 5.17: Heat Transfer Correlation for a Normally Aspkated Gasoline Engine 

For taorbocharged diesel engines, the resuhs wiU differ due to the difference in gas 

combustion methodology and the addkion of a tau-bocharger. Selectkag the Heat Transfer 

Correlation option wUI produce a graph plotting the volumetric eff ciency as a function of 

the turbocharger pressure ratio, demonstrated in Figure 5.18: 
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Figure 5.18: Heat Transfer Correlation for a Turbocharged Diesel Engine 

5.5 Choosing Engkie Coefficients 

As mentioned, the appUcation wUl automatically select standard engine 

correlation coefficients at mitiation. When a vehicle data file is loaded kato the program, 

the Heat Rejection menu has a final option, Engkae Coefficients..., that is used to choose 

the desked values for the engine heat rejection analysis. When this menu kem is 

selected, a dialog box wUI open with two options; however, the appearance of the dialog 

box will vary dependkag on whether or not a dyiaamometer data file as been loaded kato 

the program. The Standard Coefficients option is the defauh settkag, regardless of 

whether or not a dynamometer data file has been loaded kito the application, and wUI 
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always be available to the user. If no dynamometer file has been loaded, the second 

option, Engine Specific Coefficients, wiU be unavailable for selection, as seen ki Figure 

5.19. 
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Figure 5.19: Only Standard Coefficients AvaUable 

If a dynamometer data file has been successfuUy loaded and aU calculations have 

been completed, the Engkae Specific Coeffacients option becomes available for selection, 

as seen in Figure 5.20. 
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Figure 5.20: Both Coeffacients Options Available 

When the desked engkae coefficients have been selected, clicking the OK button 

wUl kistruct the application to access the requested engkie coefBcients to be used ki the 

engkie heat rejection rate calculations. At this pokit, aU engkae heat rejection calculations 

wUl be repeated uskag the selected coefBcients, and aU views are updated automatically. 

The program wUl remember the previous choice of engkie coefEicients, granted both 

options are avaUable, untU the option is changed via the dialog box, or aU child windows 

are closed and the appUcation is reset. 

5.6 FkialNotes 

The appUcation can be closed at any tkne, provided no dialog boxes are currently 

open. This can be done by uskig the "X" box ka the upper right hand comer of the parent 

wkidow, selectkig "Exk" from the File menu, or uskag the "Ah + F4" keyboard shortcut. 
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If any omsaved data is open, a dialog box wiU alert the user, and offer options on whether 

or not the data shoaald be saved. 

The Help menu is avaUable to assist the user with any addkional problems. If the 

user is unfamiliar with Windows-based appUcations and thek respective ftinctions, the 

Help Index can provide assistance with all of the basic functions and commands. 

Furthermore, the entke code needed to develop the presented appUcation is given ki the 

appendix. Comments are included throughout the code to provide the user with 

additional explanation and assistance. 
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CHAPTERVI 

CONCLUSION 

A Wkadows-based appUcation has been developed that predicts automobile 

engkae heat rejection to coolant rates for normally aspkated gasoUne engkaes and 

turbocharged diesel engkies. Instead of applykag lengthy computational fluid dynamics 

equations or complex finke element grids, a systems-oriented methodology developed by 

Parish (2003) has been used to complete the calculations. This method significantly 

decreases the amount of computkag resources needed, and provides engkae cooUng 

system designers wkh a quick and effacient tool for predictkag engkae heat rejection to 

coolant rates. 

The equations used to form engkae correlations and determkae the final engkae 

heat rejection rates have been described ka detaU for both normaUy aspkated gasoUne 

engkies and turbocharged diesel engkaes. Predictions can be made uskag standard heat 

transfer and power correlations, or new correlations can be developed for a specific 

engkie uskig uploaded dynamometer data. 

Uskig the object-oriented approach of Wkidows programming, the appUcation 

creates two docvunent classes, one for vehicle operating conditions data and one for 

dynamometer data. Each docaonaent class contains a data structoare, and all of the kaput 

variables as well as all of the variables needed to present the resuhs to the user are stored 

in the structure. When engine specifîc correlations are desked, a dynamometer data 

structure is created, and the data is stored in the second docaunent class. View classes 

related to the document classes provide the user with several options on how data is to be 

displayed. Applying the document/view architecture enables the user to view both 

tabular and graphical data simuhaneously in two separate chUd wkidows, as muhiple 

view classes can be associated to a document class. AII of the windows created by the 

program have the functionalky that is expected of a Wkadows-based appUcation, and a 

help file is included to assist the user. Program operation is rather straightforward; once 

the desked data files have been loaded kito the program, the correlation resuhs and the 
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overaU engkie heat rejection to coolant rates are avaUable to the user ahnost 

kistantaneously. 

The resuhs of this appUcation confírm that the Microsoft Foundation Classes and 

the docaament/view program architecture can provide a sukable method for updating 

ttuCool. Although a muhiple document approach was taken for this appUcation, a 

skagle document approach would have simplifîed program operation by eUnunatkag the 

need for global engine coefficients structoores and muhiple pokaters to each docoonaent 

class. In order to take a single docmnent approach to updating ttuCool, care must be 

taken to organize data into several sub-structures based on the overaU document data 

structaare. Furthermore, the programmer must carefially resolve the scope of each variable 

to ensure that the proper data is accessed. 

Automobile cooUng system designers now have a quick and efficient analytical 

tool for predicting engine heat rejection to coolant rates using a minimal amount of input 

data. This Windows-based application provides the designers with a famUiar and simple 

graphic user interface, and the system-oriented methodology used ki the program helps 

mkaimize necessary computer resources. With demand increasing for higher ftael 

economy and cleaner exhaust emissions, this appUcation can be used to achieve superior 

design robustness that could not be attakied through lengthy and expensive laboratory 

testkig. 
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